
Installation Instructions for Projectionless Conetrol Rings

1a. One-Piece Rings: For scopes with removable lens bells, or a straight tube 
on one end for one solid, one-piece ring. If the manufacturer of your scope 
advises against dismantling, use Conetrol split rings, which are especially 
made for such scopes.

a. Wipe the ring clean of any lubricant or grit.
b. Wipe the scope tube clean, then remove the eyepiece and locking ring.
c. With a screwdriver, knife blade, etc., open the slit in the bottom of the 

ring just enough for the ring to slip onto the end of the scope tube.
d. Screw the locking ring and eyepiece back on, adjust for your eye, and 

tighten.
e. Remove the objective lens bell, if present, spread the ring as above (c), 

and slip the ring onto the end of the scope mounting tube.
f. If you removed an objective bell, replace it.

1b. Split Rings: For use with all scopes, especially those that cannot be 
disassembled.

a. Unpack one ring at a time to avoid mixing parts from different rings. 
(Each ring is a 3-piece set, bored, finished, and polished as a unit.) Wipe 
the ring clean of any lubricant or grit.

b. Wipe the scope tube clean, then place the ring halves in position around 
the tube. Squeeze the top of the ring together until its top edges touch.

c. Slip the ring cap over the dovetails at the tops of the two ring halves, 
spreading the halves slightly apart at the bottom if necessary. (Match 
the small notch on the underside of the cap with a corresponding notch 
at the top of one of the ring halves to get the cap in its correct position.)

d. With the cap in position, squeeze the bottom of the ring to lock the cap 
on.

e. The cap can still be rotated, if necessary, for a better fit if you spread the 
ring slightly at the bottom. Squeezing the bottom again tightens 
everything back down.

f. To remove a ring once installed, pry the halves apart at the bottom while 
squeezing the sides until the cap pops off.

2. For final adjustment, rings can be tapped with a screwdriver handle, etc. to 
fit the Conetrol base and to align the scope reticle.

3. If rings are Limited or Custum style, install the small ring-stud screws with 
a small screwdriver or knife blade, but do not tighten.

4. Proceed with mounting instructions packaged with the Conetrol base.
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